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Abstract: Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) issues have a direct impact on the health and comfort of building occupants. In this paper, an experimental low-cost system has been developed to address IAQ issues by using a distributed internet of things platform to control and monitor the indoor environment in building spaces while adopting a data-driven approach. The system is based on several real-time sensor data to model the indoor air quality and accurately control the ventilation system through algorithms to maintain a comfortable level of IAQ by balancing indoor and outdoor pollutant concentrations using the Indoor Air Quality Index approach. This paper describes hardware and software details of the system as well as the algorithms, models, and control strategies of the proposed solution which can be integrated in detached ventilation systems. Furthermore, a mobile app has been developed to inform, in real time, different-expertise-user profiles showing indoor and outdoor IAQ conditions. The system is implemented in a small prototype box and early-validated with different test cases considering various pollutant concentrations, reaching a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 3–4.
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1. Introduction

Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) affects people who are subject to extended exposure to chemical, biological, and/or physical agents found in buildings with a low Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) level which is generally related to bad ventilation. Moreover, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported that IAQ is generally from 2 to 5 times worse than outdoor air quality thus increasing the risk of both short term effects, e.g., eye irritation or a decrease in productivity, and long term effects, e.g., increased risk of headaches, damage to central nervous system, or even cancer [1]. Furthermore, current life styles cause an increase in the number of hours spent indoors, taking up about 90% of our time [2,3]. Bad IAQ levels are related to several factors, including dampness and mould—see also [4]—and other pollutant concentrations in enclosed spaces. In Iceland, Switzerland and Norway the number of people affected by dampness was estimated to be about 80.4 million [3], while the WHO confirms that about 3.8 million people died annually due to household air pollution at a world level [5]. The study of low cost technologies to monitor IAQ levels and prevent, by actuating actions, the persistence of critical conditions is an essential part of this research. Especially in highly insulated buildings, such as the ones that use the passivehaus approach, a mechanical/hybrid ventilation system is needed [6], while a smart activation of the same is suggested to prevent excessive consumption. Furthermore, when this approach, principally adapted for cold locations, is extended to temperate climatic conditions,
solutions to guarantee low-cost ventilation are needed to reduce overheating [7]. The solution proposed in this paper is adapted to face this challenge and can be integrated with detached and traditional mechanical systems or used alone in a hybrid, natural prevalent ventilation solution, with special regard to residential properties and small offices or to public buildings (e.g., school rooms).

The sources of indoor pollution include combustion of solid fuels in indoor environments, especially in developing countries; tobacco smoke; outdoor air pollutants; construction materials and furnishing sources [8]; bad maintenance of ventilative and air conditioning systems; but also cleaning products, cosmetics, and equipment (e.g., printers)—see also [9]. The main indoor pollutant substances are Carbon dioxide (CO$_2$), Carbon monoxide (CO), Nitrogen oxides (NOx), Ozone (O$_3$), Pentachlorophenol (PCP), Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH), Tobacco smoke, and Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), but also PM values inherited from outdoor air or from indoor fuel combustion, e.g., [10], polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; radon and other similar pollutants are considered in health guidelines, e.g., [11]. The Harvard School of Public Health recently published a new study about the negative impact of CO$_2$. The study found that high concentrations of CO$_2$ can reduce decision-making performance [12]. On the other hand, VOCs are emitted as gases from certain solids or liquids that include a variety of chemicals, some of which may have adverse short and long term health effects. Focusing on relative humidity, and referring to [13], it should be remembered that “Relative humidity also affects the rate of gassing of formaldehyde from indoor building materials, the rate of formation of acids and salts from sulphur and nitrogen dioxide, and the rate of formation of ozone”. The influence of relative humidity on the abundance of allergens, pathogens, and noxious chemicals suggests that indoor relative humidity levels should be considered as a factor of indoor air quality.

Among studies on monitoring solutions for IAQ, it is worthwhile noting previous theoretical research which was aimed at defining a metadatization approach to develop real-time sensor networks based on diffuse semi-open platforms for to connect and share low-cost Internet of Things (IoT) nodes—e.g., Arduino or RaspberryPi driven ones [14]. This study defines a method to classify and describe in diffused networks the nodes used that allow users to easily include metadata which are able to define the sensor accuracy, errors, monitored variables, etc. Furthermore, a sample application of three nodes in different parts of a city was tested—see also [15]. Nevertheless, commercial applications are now available on the market, such as the Netatmo series of sensors and the related open weathermap service, with which it is possible to access real-time monitored environmental parameters, including outdoor temperatures, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, and wind direction and velocity [16]. This data source principally shares environmental data. Furthermore, other solutions, including IAQ variables, were developed by the Libelium Company. In particular, the SmartGases Pro system [17] is noteworthy as it involves a plug and sense platform to monitor most air quality parameters including CO, CO$_2$, O$_2$, O$_3$, NOx, SO$_2$, NH$_x$, H$_2$, ETO, luminosity, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, and temperature. Each station can act as a node of a network which communicates according to several protocols including Wi-Fi and 4G radio. Other configurations are possible, including smart city ones, e.g., analyzing PM levels, noise and other additional variables [18]. Specific applications were also defined in other references, such as [19], in which a modular IoT platform for IAQ is presented in consideration of the mentioned sensor interface board (Gas Pro) while detecting CO$_2$, CO, SO$_2$, NO$_2$, O$_3$, Cl$_2$, temperature and relative humidity. These solutions are devoted to air monitoring and are not directly coupled with actuators.

Furthermore, with regard to the connection between IAQ variable level detection and ventilation system activation we should mention the study [20] which refers to a control strategy for demand-controlled ventilation systems (DCV) based on CO$_2$ detection in multi-zone office spaces. The approach was tested on a very large office building in Hong Kong and works in combination with air handling units (AHU) using an intelligent building management and integration platform. Similarly, in Ref. [21] a study on the automatic activation of an energy recovery ventilation (ERV) system based on a CO$_2$ detection system was introduced. Generally, ERV are manually controlled, causing potential
risks of both insufficient ventilation rates, especially during night time (users’ sleeping time), and/or overventilation with consequent heat losses in the cold season. For these reasons, the authors of this study [21] developed a solution to automate the ERV system based on CO$_2$ levels. An analysis of CO$_2$ sensor localization in residential apartments was performed, and suggested using the living room to control the entire flat. Another study focuses on the reduction of requested airflow in DCV systems based on CO$_2$ level detection in indoor spaces to avoid excessive energy consumption when IAQ levels are at the comfort threshold [22]. Furthermore, this research focuses on the usage of simple motor flaps instead of more widely-used variable air volume boxes. Pressure drops are here defined with respect to a developed model and coupled with a CO$_2$ concentration model, showing a good potentiality in reducing energy consumption, by defining air exchanges in compliance with the model. Another interesting work on a CO$_2$-based control approach for ventilation systems was proposed in [23]. This reference, unlike other approaches, considers outdoor CO$_2$ levels as not constant, but fluctuating around daily quasi-periodical variations. In this case, ventilation rates are estimated without directly monitoring CO$_2$ in the building, showing high-resolution results. Nevertheless, outdoor pollutants may affect the potential of ventilation under certain conditions—see for example [24].

All these studies demonstrate, on the one hand, continuous attention to the development of solutions to control ventilation systems for IAQ purposes, and on the other hand, that the majority of the efforts involve mechanical integration solutions with potentially high installation costs or advanced modelling approaches to avoid sensor usage. Considering residential houses and small offices, only a few commercial solutions adopt IAQ sensing (e.g., CO$_2$) coupled with ventilation control systems—e.g., detached mechanical ventilation—and include a user interfaces. An example is the mechanical ventilation system Healthbox$^\text{®}$ produced by RENSON, which connects a multi-zone extractor system with CO$_2$ zone detection. Inlet air supply is driven naturally in this solution—see [25]. Nevertheless, in the current era of information, with increased access to low-cost sensors the need to develop correlated platforms to integrate sensing with actuating in simple low cost systems is evident, especially if they can be connected to user interfaces to inform and receive feedback.

1.1. Paper’s Objectives

This paper focuses on CO$_2$, Total VOC, and relative humidity, which are some of the main pollutants produced indoors which influence IAQ. Furthermore, the temperature is also detected and used as a risk index to combine IAQ ventilation purposes with ventilative cooling ones, see for example IEA EBC Annex 62 reports [26,27]. In order to act on IAQ levels to maintain acceptable conditions, it is important to have a real-time measurement of the indoor air quality to avoid and prevent related problems in time. The visualization and storage of historical environment data enables understanding and anticipation of current and future situations. Also the use of both environmental and indoor measurements leads to a faster dilution of pollutants thus leading to better comfort levels by knowing air mixing conditions. All these aspects are considered in the proposed system.

The main objectives of this project are as follows:

- to develop an IoT system for to monitor and visualize indoor air quality;
- to adopt a user-friendly approach to present monitored data by using an Indoor Air Quality Index (IAQI) which is able to process different pollutants at the same time and which can be represented on a user-friendly colour scale.
- to carry out a proper ventilation action, by activating a fan-assisted ventilation system, to improve indoor air quality and maintain the desired IAQI level;
- to control fan velocity for IAQI by balancing the external and internal conditions of all pollutants thanks to monitored data;
- to develop devoted user interfaces by using app mobile visualization and data storage for different user profiles (simple users, color scale index; and expert ones, sensor monitored levels);
• to test the IoT system under prototype conditions to reach a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) between 3 to 4.

Additionally, the described approach faces a didactical and methodological issue related to teaching and learning multidisciplinary issues in the building and ICT fields in the context of smart city and smart society problem solving. The Authors come from different backgrounds including telecommunication engineering, data analysis, and environmental and technological building design, under the Interdisciplinary Project activity of the Master Degree in ICT for SmartSociety of the Politecnico di Torino University.

1.2. Paper’s Structure

Section 2 of the paper describes the materials and methods adopted to develop the proposed IoT system. In particular, the backend approach is detailed in Section 2.1, the hardware components are introduced in Section 2.2, the mobile app in Section 2.3, and the adopted IAQI index in Section 2.4. Meanwhile, Section 3 is devoted to describing system design and implementation. Section 3.1 focuses on detailing the system architecture, while Sections 3.2 and 3.3 focus respectively on the system’s Hardware and Backend definitions. Furthermore, Section 3.4 describes the developed Mobile application and Section 3.5 the developed control strategy. Section 4 focuses on early experimental testing of the system using a prototype based on two-nodes, one outdoor and one indoor and a platform backend which are all connected to the cloud. This section is sub-divided into (i) early validations on single aspects of the platforms (Section 4.1), (ii) prototype box testing considering each pollutant individually under high concentrations, and (iii) continuous prototype box testing producing different pollutants in realistic concentrations. The TRL reached with these tests is between 3 and 4. Finally, Section 5 reports discussions and conclusions, focusing on potential further development steps and details the main outcomes of the paper.

2. Materials and Methods

As shown in Figure 1, this project implements an IoT system to be installed in residential or small office spaces to control IAQ levels based on monitored data. A sample IoT application was also developed to be tested in a small room prototype box. The proposed solution monitors the indoor and outdoor environmental conditions by considering the following parameters: CO₂, VOCs, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, and temperature. Using these measurements, the IAQI index is computed and the obtained values are used in a ventilation control algorithm to provide the best indoor comfort level. Moreover, a mobile app is developed which provides functionalities of device management, real time measurement observations, and analytics of environmental measurements. The system consists of four main components: Backend, Hardware, Mobile App, and IAQI computation. The following sub-sections are devoted to introducing the methods and materials used for these four components.
2.1. Backend

The backend should be developed for the distributed internet of things platform in order to handle the sensor data, perform visualization issues, and manage control algorithms. For the purpose of this paper, the considered backend main features are listed here below:

- Device management
- Sensor microcontroller interface
- Sensor data communication
- Control algorithms
- Data storage and aggregation

2.1.1. Design Methodology

The Micro-service architecture approach was selected for the backend design to achieve the objective of a distributed and scalable system. This architecture allows us to structure the proposed application as a collection of loosely coupled services. Modularity makes the application easier to understand, develop, and test. Furthermore, it becomes more resilient to architectural erosion. All the backend features are defined as independent services that can communicate with each other and provide the required functionalities for the other system components.

2.1.2. REST APIs

Using the MicroService design methodology, the system’s features are provided as REST Web APIs using HTTP requests. Each Application Programming Interface (API) will provide a feature and can be accessed using HTTP requests to either get, edit or manage operations and data. Python language was chosen to develop the APIs due to the wide availability of required libraries and the simplicity, and scalability of its code. In order to implement the functionalities of the HTTP requests, CherryPy can be used [28]. CherryPy is an object-oriented web application framework which uses the Python programming language. It is designed for the rapid development of web applications by wrapping the HTTP protocol but stays at a low level.
2.1.3. Sensor Data Communication Protocol

Environmental data generated by the sensors are transmitted to calculate the air quality index and to feed control algorithms. Furthermore, the monitored data are also used in the mobile application for real-time data visualization, and they are stored in the database for further aggregations. To achieve these requirements, MQTT communication protocol was used. MQTT is an extremely simple and lightweight publish/subscribe messaging protocol, designed for constrained devices and low-bandwidth, high-latency, or unreliable networks [29]. The design principles of the proposed system are to minimize network bandwidth and device resource requirements whilst also attempting to ensure reliability and some degree of assurance of delivery. These requirements make the protocol MQTT ideal to enable the sensor to publish the data to different subscribing MicroServices in a reliable way.

The implementation of the MQTT protocol requires an MQTT broker, Eclipse Mosquitto Broker [30] was used since it supports MQTT protocol versions 5.0, 3.1.1 and 3.1. It is lightweight and suitable for use on all devices from low power single board computers to full servers. As for the programming of the MQTT clients, Eclipse Paho MQTT library was used to provide all the functions and classes needed to configure a subscriber or publisher application.

2.1.4. Database

The developed IoT platform functionalities require the storage of (i) system configuration; (ii) device information; and (iii) sensor data. MongoDB is a cross-platform document-oriented database program that allows for these functionalities [31]. Classified as a NoSQL database program, MongoDB uses JSON-like documents with schemata. MongoDB supports large volumes of structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data models, allowing us to perform the needed requirements for the proposed IoT application considering data storage functionalities to be used in the micro-services’ architecture.

2.2. Hardware

The following hardware components were used for the embedded system and the sensor network.

2.2.1. The Embedded System

Raspberry Pi and Arduino. Raspberry Pi—see Figure 2a—is a credit card sized single board computer running Linux Raspbian and is used in the developed IoT system to allocate all microservices and processing power into one stand-alone unit. In particular, the Raspberry Pi 3B+ board was chosen as the master unit to control the operation of the whole system. Moreover, the need for a unit which is compatible with several communication protocols and digital and analog I/O pins has led to the choice of using Arduino Uno R3 shields—see Figure 2b. This specific microcontroller board is compatible with all used sensors and is powerful enough to handle all the acquisition and pre-processing tasks for the slave units, both localized indoor and outdoor.
Figure 2. (a) a view of the master unit used (Raspberry Pi 3B+) (b) one the used slave unit board used (Arduino UNO R3).

Ventilation system: Artic P12 PWM—see Figure 3a. The Artic P12 is a PC fan controlled by pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. It has a speed range of 200–1800 RPM and can generate an airflow of 95.65 m³/h (@1,800 RPM). For the purpose of this paper, this fan was used to simulate the assisted ventilation system implemented in a prototype box.

LCD05—I2C/Serial LCD—see Figure 3b. The LCD05 is a LCD display that adds additional features in comparison with other displays, being fully compatible in both software and pin-out. For the purpose of the developed IoT system, it was used to display useful messages to support the development phases.

(a) 
(b)

Figure 3. (a) Ventilation device used to simulate the controlled ventilation system in the prototyping box used (b) the LCD display screen used for development phases.

2.2.2. Sensors

BME680. The DFRobot BME680 Environmental Sensor (DFRobot, Shanghai, China)—see Figure 4a—is a lowpower sensor based on the BOSCH BME680 (Bosch Sensortec, Reutlinger, Germany). It is a 4-in-1 environmental sensor, which integrates a total VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds) sensor, a temperature sensor, a relative humidity sensor, and a barometric pressure sensor. This specific hardware component is characterized by a large availability of libraries which facilitate the acquisition of data and the development of the specific code. Pressure absolute accuracy is ±0.6 hPa, relative humidity one ±3%, temperature ±0.5 °C (at 25 °C), ±1 °C (full range), VOC 2–5% depending on specific VOCs [32].
The industrial quality of this component makes it sufficiently robust and stable despite its low-cost. Moreover, it is characterized by a measurement range of 350–10000 ppm, while its accuracy is within the range of 1% of the measurement scale. The proposed system is, however, can also be connected to different sensors, such as the analogy infrared CO$_2$ Gravity sensor for Arduino, which is more accurate (50 ppm + 3% reading).

2.3. Mobile App

An Android application was designed to allow users to monitor and control the system. Two main user profiles were adopted: on the one hand, users with limited technical knowledge of IAQ indexes and parameters; on the other hand, operational users with specific technical backgrounds. The former access to a colored graphical interface which classifies the IAQI value for each parameter on a scale based on four classes—see the following Section 2.4. For the latter, the app reports the monitored values for each variable by considering temperature [°C], relative humidity [%], atmospheric pressure [hPa], CO$_2$ levels [ppm], and TVOC (Total Volatile Organic Compounds) concentration [ppm]. Both user profiles may have access to indoor and outdoor data, even if for the non-technical profile indoor conditions are of most interest.

The main features of the app are listed below.

- Device management: it allows us to create a list of the installed devices for each specific application (e.g., a specific building, a specific zone) and to set a desired ventilation time to report indoor conditions in threshold value for each device;
- Real time data visualization: data from all sensors of a connected device are visualized on a single screen, thus permitting the users to always have an overview of the quality of the air, be they expert or non-expert users;
- Statistical data: daily or weekly data graphs for each sensor are shown for both user profiles.

Figure 5 shows the developed mobile app navigation flow between main app components.
Considering the variables monitored in the proposed system, each has its own specific unit of measurement. Hence, relative humidity is measured in percentages [%], temperature is measured on the Celsius scale [°C], the concentration of CO₂ and of TVOC are converted into parts per million [ppm]. If these values can be easily read by the expert user profile, the non-expert user may have difficulty in understanding these results. For instance, if the concentration of CO₂ is 700 ppm, it’s hard to understand if the air quality is good or not when users are not experts on specific standards. For this reason, it is necessary to make the measurements more readable and understandable for people who do not have specific background knowledge. To face this challenge, the developed system labels the concentration of CO₂ and of the other considered variables by using intuitive categories (good, bad, very bad, etc.) in line with the Air Quality Index (AQI) approach. This index was developed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) in 2006 focusing on outdoor conditions [33]. Nevertheless, an indoor version of this index was recently presented [34] and is here adopted to compute the IAQ level. The AQI approach converts measurements of different pollutants in consideration of their specific unit of measurement into the AQI code—see for example [33,35]. In particular, for the purpose of this study, the break point table for indoor environment IAQI classification reported in [34] was adopted—see Table 1. IAQI is, in fact, a numerical classification scale ranging from 100 (perfect condition) to 0 (worst condition) and also a color code, which divides the numerical classification into several specific ranges (good, moderate, unhealthy, hazardous). AQI index describes not only the pollution level but also the potential risk level for people’s health, such as was illustrated in [33]. The adopted threshold values were defined in accordance with reference standards [34]. For example, for carbon dioxide, the same ranges are proposed by [36], while 1000 ppm is assumed as a limit by [37], which also introduces a lower class for optimal (below 800 ppm), by [38], and is used as reference by [21]. ASHRAE standard 62-1989 also consider 1000 ppm as target concentration level even if it does not consider this threshold as a standard requirement—see also [39]. Furthermore, 1500 ppm is a breakpoint for schools in the UK [40]. Nevertheless, potential variations can be considered for local standard adaptations or to adopt specific thresholds. For example, the temperature thresholds can follow an adaptive comfort approach when the system works in non-conditioned buildings—see for
example [41]. In addition, the IAQ standard EN 13,779 classifies the CO$_2$-related IAQ level into four classes while considering a carbon dioxide concentration which is above that of the outdoor air (i) less than 400 ppm, (ii) in the range 400–600 ppm, (iii) between 600–1000 ppm, and (iv) above 1000. The same standard suggests typical CO$_2$ outdoor air ranging from 350 ppm in rural areas to 450 ppm in city centres. AS is illustrated in Table 1, the IAQI values and status are divided into four categories: Good (100–76), Moderate (75–51), Unhealthy (50–26) and Hazardous (25–0). Depending on different IAQI values for each pollutant, proper control strategies will be adopted to improve IAQ.

Table 1. Classification scale adopted for relative humidity, temperature, CO$_2$, and TVOC detected levels. The considered thresholds are based on [34], but are in line with reference standards. Potential variations due to local standards may be included by varying specific variable ranges acting on the user interface setting function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CO$_2$ [ppm]</th>
<th>VOC [ppm]</th>
<th>Temperature [°C]</th>
<th>Relative Humidity [%]</th>
<th>IAQI Index</th>
<th>IAQI Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>340–600</td>
<td>0.000–0.087</td>
<td>20.0–26.0</td>
<td>40.0–70.0</td>
<td>100–76</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601–1000</td>
<td>0.088–0.261</td>
<td>26.1–29.0</td>
<td>70.1–80.0</td>
<td>75–51</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001–1500</td>
<td>0.262–0.430</td>
<td>29.1–39.1</td>
<td>80.1–90.0</td>
<td>51–26</td>
<td>Unhealthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500–5000</td>
<td>0.431–3000</td>
<td>39.1–45.0</td>
<td>90.1–100.0</td>
<td>25–0</td>
<td>Hazardous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Formulas to Support System Control and Analysis

The proposed IoT system uses simple well-known expressions to support the decision process of the algorithm. In order to define the proper action to control the ventilation system, two main parameters are considered: the time span chosen to reach a sufficient IAQ level (ventilation system operation time) and the airflow rate. Users will directly set the optimal time threshold to reach a good IAQ level by activating the ventilative system and thus releasing pollutants from the inner environment. For this reason, only the airflow rate has to be set automatically by the platform. Firstly, the ventilation rate $Q$ [m$^3$/s] needs to be calculated. Referring to [21–23,42], the following expressions—see Equations (1) and (2)—were adopted to calculate the required $Q$ to obtain, within the set time, sufficient pollutant dilution.

\[
(Q \cdot t) \cdot \text{var}_\text{out} + V \cdot \text{var}_\text{in} = (V + Q \cdot t) \cdot \text{var}_\text{final}
\]

where $t$ is the ventilation time [s], $V$ is the zone volume (e.g., the prototype box) [m$^3$], $Q$ is the ventilation rate [m$^3$/s], and $\text{var}$ is the considered variable (temperature [°C] or relative humidity [%]). Subscripts $\text{in}$ refers to current indoor environmental conditions, and $\text{out}$ refers to current environmental (outdoor) conditions, while $\text{final}$ refers to the final required condition.

\[
C_{\text{final}} = C_{\text{out}} + (C_{\text{in}} - C_{\text{out}}) \cdot e^{-\left(\frac{Q}{V}\right)} + \frac{G}{Q} \cdot \left(1 - e^{-\left(\frac{Q}{V}\right)}\right)
\]

where $C$ is the concentration value of the considered pollutant (TVOC or CO$_2$) expressed in [ppm], $G$ is the indoor generation rate of pollutant [m$^3$/h], $Q$ the ventilation rate in [m$^3$/h], and $t$ the ventilation time in [h]. Furthermore, $V$ is the zone volume [m$^3$], while subscripts are the same as in Equation (1). Nevertheless, the pollutant emission rate is not commonly known, especially if human occupancy is not fixed or monitored. For this reason, for the sample prototype box, the generation rate of CO$_2$ is set to zero, and the generating rate $G$ for VOC is negligible, fixed emission sources not being present. The adopted testing approach focuses on dilution of high level of quickly produced pollutants to demonstrate the effect of the system under stressful conditions rather than under the continuous production of a small amount of them, such as under fixed human occupancy profiles where CO$_2$ production can be predicted. In fact, when pollutants are placed inside the prototype box, the generation rate will vary all the time, and it is hard to calculate the correct value, unlike under real conditions. In this case, the generation rate is not considered for further analysis. On the other hand, calculations are
based on conditions where indoor and outdoor air mix to reach the desired indoor IAQ in the given time.

For temperature, CO$_2$ and TVOC, the required ventilation rate $Q$ can be calculated directly by applying Equations (1) and (2). Nevertheless, for relative humidity ($RH$), the measurements should be converted before performing calculations because $RH$ is a function of temperature, atmospheric pressure, and moisture content ($X$) [kg/kg]. For this reason, indoor and outdoor measured values cannot be directly compared to define the airflow needed to reach the desired threshold, considering that indoor temperature and/or moisture content could be different from those outdoors. Relative humidity is defined as the ratio of the water vapour pressure ($P_w$) [Pa] to the saturation water vapor pressure ($P_{ws}$) [Pa] at a given temperature:

$$RH = \frac{P_w}{P_{ws}} \cdot 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Psychrometric expressions are used to define saturation water vapour, water vapour, and moisture content. Cetiat tables of the humid air or other comparable approaches may be used—see for example [43].

$$P_{ws} = EXP\left(\left(\frac{A \cdot \theta}{B + \theta}\right) + C\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\theta$ is the monitored air temperature [$^\circ$C], while A, B, and C are constants. In the $-0 \ ^\circ$C … +40 $^\circ$C domain A, B and C were assumed to be respectively 17.438, 239.78, and 6.4147, in line with Cetiat suggestions [43]. The moisture content may be calculated according to the well-known expression (5):

$$X = 0.662 \cdot \frac{RH \cdot P_{ws}}{P_{air} - RH \cdot P_{ws}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

The reverse formula (6) allows us to estimate the $RH$ by knowing the air moisture content and the air temperature. This expression can be used to roughly estimate the $RH$ that the outlet air would reach if sensibility treated, such as under the effect of high efficiency heat recovery systems, like the ones installed in passivehouses.

$$RH = \frac{X \cdot P_{air}}{0.622 \cdot P_{ws} + X \cdot P_{ws}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Then the required ventilation rate for relative humidity is calculated through Equation (1) by using indoor measurement and the converted outdoor measurement. According to these formulas, the required ventilation rate for each pollutant can be calculated within the expected ventilation time.

According to the required ventilation rate $Q$ [m$^3$/s], it is possible to define the required air velocity, $q_{fan}$, to be performed by the fan [m/s]. This can be calculated by applying the following expression (7):

$$q_{fan} = \frac{Q}{A_{fan}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $A_{fan}$ is the net opening area of the fan [m$^2$].

To control the fan speed, different PWM signals should be fed to the device (fan). Pulse width modulation (PWM) is a method which reduces the average power delivered by an electrical signal. The delivered average power is controlled by changing the duration of the pulse, which leads to different duty cycles. The higher the duty cycle, the larger stronger the average power [44]. In order to feed a proper PWM signal to the fan, the relationship between the set PWM and the produced air velocity is very important. An anemometer was employed to correlate the produced air velocity of the fan with different PWM signals in the prototype box. Figure 6 shows the values obtained, while the conversion between the fan air velocity and PWM signal is achieved based on the plotted graph.
Figure 6. The relation between pulse width modulation (PWM) and air velocity measured in the prototype box.

3. Design and Implementation

3.1. System Architecture

The developed IoT system consists of four main levels as is shown in Figure 7. The User Interface level is represented by the mobile application that manages all devices and configurations, and furthermore displays sensor data. The Backend level provides functionalities of data storage, APIs for platform management, analytics, and real time sensor measurement storage. Meanwhile, the gateway level is responsible for controlling and accessing the hardware level and connecting it with the backend. On this level, control strategies are implemented to process the environmental data and apply algorithms to calculate the IAQI index and control fan operation.

Figure 7. The four defined Backend levels.
3.2. Hardware

3.2.1. Wired and Wireless Connections

For the main unit (Raspberry Pi 3B+), the most used functionalities were the GPIO pins, WiFi, and USB ports. The GPIO pins supporting I2C protocol are used to connect the board with a LCD screen, the screen is employed to show actual indoor conditions (Figure 8c). As regards the software, different Python scripts are run on the board to manage, monitor, control, process, and store data. Moreover, Arduinos are used to collect and pre-process the raw data from sensors while the processed data are further transmitted to the master unit (the Raspberry Pi) through serial communications. Outdoor unit connections are shown in Figure 8a. Through a pin socket, the fan is supplied up to 12 V DC by an external source and is controlled by one of the PWM pins of the indoor Arduino. It reacts to the master’s order by adjusting the speed signal. The deployment of sensors, fan, and Arduino board for an indoor unit is shown below in Figure 8b.

![Figure 8.](image)

The WiFi functionality of Raspberry Pi is used to create a hotspot to connect microservices with an external device which runs the mobile application. The application is used to show the state of all the environmental conditions (indoor and outdoor) and to set up the user parameters for the operation of the system.

3.2.2. Working Flowcharts of the Indoor and the Outdoor Units

Figure 9 shows the working flowchart of indoor and outdoor units for raw data acquisition, data pre-processing, and serial communication. Indoor and outdoor units will pre-process sensor readings and transmit these data to the master unit. In the case of the indoor unit, the master unit (Raspberry Pi) sends back the control signal (PWM) in order to achieve the target established by the control strategy (implemented on the master unit) to maintain the indoor air quality at a good level.
Figure 9. Embedded software flowcharts (a) Indoor unit processing flowchart; (b) outdoor unit processing flowchart.

3.3. Backend

The backend follows the Microservice architecture—see the backend overview in Figure 10. Therefore, an initial service “Resources/Services catalog” was implemented in order to manage events and data flow between microservices. Initially, each microservice should contact the Resources/Services catalog to get the list of available microservices and find the way to access these resources. The communication between microservices happens through REST and MQTT. As for the databases, the communication is managed through the Mongodb communication tunnel.

Figure 10. Backend overview.
3.3.1. Database

The developed system consists of two independent databases based on MongoDB. Each database can be accessed independently through the MongoDB python connector from another microservice. The connection is guaranteed by using TCP on the port 27,017 and by specifying the installation IP address of the database. The two databases are described here below.

Resources and Platform Database: this database is used to store information about platform services and resources such as mobile application user management, devices, configuration profiles, and available services. The database is schematised in Figure 11. This figure shows the relations and the structure of each collection process. The house collection stores the information about the house/room in which the sensors are installed. The services’ collection stores information about the available system microservices and the related addresses for contact. Profile collection contains predefined room profile(s) of thresholds that provide the best comfort levels. Sensor settings’ collection stores the device configuration(s) and threshold(s) for a selected sensor. Device collection stores the information about a device how to access its resources. Finally, the sensor_house and user_house collections are responsible for defining the parent data collection to which the entity belongs.

Sensor Data database: this database is used to store all sensor measurements inside the platform. It consists of only one collection called “data”. In this collection, the sensor measurements are stored in a consistent format as shown in Figure 12. The “bn”, “bt”, “n”, “u”, “v” expressions define the sensor id, time of measurement, type, unit and value. This format makes the platform more amenable to the introduction of new sensor types without impacting on the database structure.

Figure 11. Resources and Platform database schematic view.

Figure 12. Measurements data structure.
3.3.2. Microservices

Microservices are python scripts which run independently and they can be accessed using REST calls provided by cherrypy. In particular, the following list of microservices was implemented.

- Resource and service catalog: the resource and service catalog microservice is the entry point to the system. It mainly provides the functionalities of device management as well as the list of services.
- Readings storage bridge: the main functionality of this microservice is to preprocess the incoming sensor measurement messages and store them in the `sensor_readings` database. It subscribes MQTT topic “Readings/#”, loads the incoming messages, pre-processes data into the proper format, and stores them in the database.
- Analytics API: this microservice provides sensor measurements from the database to the mobile app. The measurements are filtered by sensor type and aggregated by week or day. Instead of sending all the sensor measurements, the microservice allows us to access average aggregations to return average data value per hour or per minute of the day.
- Platform API: this microservice provides the main functionalities of the mobile app for user, house, and device management.
- Sensor and actuator: on the one hand, the sensor device is running a microservice that reads the measurement from the sensor and publishes it through MQTT to be stored in the database. On the other hand, this microservice requests the configurations and settings from the resource/service catalog.

3.4. Mobile Application

Android Studio IDE is used to develop the mobile application using Java programming language. The application communicates with the backend through a REST API and receives data from the devices through MQTT protocol as it is connected to Raspberry Pi hotspot.

To implement these communications, two libraries were used: `Android Asynchronous HTTP Client` for REST requests and `Paho Java Client` for MQTT communication. Furthermore, `MP Android Chart` library was used for the visualization of the graphs. Furthermore, the list of all mobile application functionalities is given here below.

- Service Catalog setting: during the first access to the app, users must insert the IP address of service catalog, so that the IP address of the platform can be retrieved and the app can connect to this platform. It is possible to access this setting at any time both from the list of houses and from the device list.
- Registration: Users can register themselves by defining username and password.
- Login: users may log into their system. If correct credentials are inserted, the list of profile-connected houses is retrieved.
- House management: the list of houses is the home page of the app. Users can register a new house or access an existing house (based on house id) in their lists.
- Device management: both internal and external devices are listed on the same screen. There are specific buttons to add a new device, to show statistics, and to change settings. During the registration of a device, a room profile (e.g., Kitchen, Bathroom, etc...) based on those available must be chosen. By clicking on an element in the list, the real time data page is visualized.
- Real-Time data visualization: Users can always monitor the quality of the air for both indoor and outdoor sensors. All the readings of a device are shown on a single screen, and different colors give an indication of the pollution levels in the air. This part of the app is based on two user typologies, as mentioned above in the paper. While non-expert users will access a coloured visualization screen which indicates current IAQI status, an expert user interface will show monitored data in consideration of the specific data in the devoted unit of measurement (e.g., ppm for CO₂ and
TVOC; hPa for pressure; °C for temperature, % for RH). To simplify these, two user profiles are shown one over the other in the current version of the mobile application—see Figure 13a.

- Statistics visualization: statistics for daily or weekly measurements can also be visualized. A spinner menu allows users to choose the specific measurement to be analyzed. See for example Figure 13b.
- Logout: from the main page or from the device page, users can logout from the system and get back to the login page.

![Real time statistics](image1)

![Statistics](image2)

**Figure 13.** Mobile application screenshots: (a) real-time visualization, at the top the not-expert user view, at the bottom the expert user view; (b) Statistics visualization.

### 3.5. Control Strategy

Depending on different pollution levels, indoor air quality (IAQ) can be improved by activating the mechanical ventilation system to let external air enter the living space. Ventilation time is quite an important parameter to be taken into account for ventilation activity. In fact, it not only affects the efficiency, but also the comfort level of people. If the required ventilation time is very short, the ventilation system could produce strong airflow velocity, which may not be comfortable for people. On the contrary, if the ventilation time is too long, the efficiency of the ventilation system may not be enough to guarantee sufficient pollutant dilution and to avoid stagnation and high pollution.
exposure. In the proposed system, the expected ventilation time can be set by users through the mobile application, while the fan speed is regulated dynamically with respect to different monitored pollution levels and the set ventilation time.

Figure 14 illustrates the ventilation decision process which compares the IAQI indexes of indoor and the outdoor air. If ventilation activity is computed to be necessary (e.g., the prototype box shows a high level of one/more pollutant/s), the calculation process will be activated in order to find the proper ventilation rate in order to set the fan system and dilute pollutants. According to expressions listed in Section 2.4., the system will compute the required ventilation rate for each pollutant. When the system gets different ventilation rates for different pollutants, it always selects the maximum ventilation rate from among these values to prevent insufficient ventilation. According to the selected ventilation rate $Q\ [m^3/s]$, the system calculates the airflow rate [m/s], and then the desired PWM value for fan activation is derived from the corresponding airflow rate by using room characterization—see Figure 6 for the considered prototype box. Finally, the PWM signal is transmitted to indoor units through serial communication to control the action of the fan.

![Flowchart of the analysis algorithm.](image.png)

4. Experimental Functioning of the System (TRL 3–4)

This section focuses on proving the feasibility of the developed IoT systems, with special regard to (i) testing single component functionalitites, (ii) system early-validation in a prototype box which tests the system under high-pollutant concentration condition, and (iii) Prototype box test to check the
system’s ability to constantly deal with a series of uncomfortable IAQI conditions in consideration of stressful situations that may arise in buildings, with special regard to residential and small office spaces with no mechanical ventilation systems. All of these tests are conceived to reach a TRL (Technology readiness levels) of 3 to 4, representing the first important step in order to plan for further development of the system.

4.1. Single Components’ Testing

To ensure the proper functioning of each component of the IoT system, several test cases were performed individually for each part. Each test focuses, in fact, on a specific step. The performed test cases are shown in Table 2. After these specific tests, the components were integrated together to check the behavior of each part when included in the whole system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th>Expected Results</th>
<th>Pass/Fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hotspot and bootup scripts</td>
<td>Hotspot and system scripts start automatically</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Automatic restarting in case of hardware failure</td>
<td>The hardware scripts should return if hardware is reconnected</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Storage of sensor data in the database</td>
<td>The sensor readings should appear on the database</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Real time sensor reading on the mobile app</td>
<td>The sensor readings should be received through MQTT on the mobile app and be displayed accordingly</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CO₂ sensor reading</td>
<td>Test on different environmental conditions</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>VOC sensor reading</td>
<td>Test on different environmental conditions</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Humidity sensor reading</td>
<td>Test on different environmental conditions</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Temperature sensor reading</td>
<td>Test on different environmental conditions</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fan actuation</td>
<td>Fan should turn on with the correct speed from the actuation function (tested for all pollutants independently)</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>External unhealthy conditions stop fan activation</td>
<td>The fan should turn off and prevent pollutants immission</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly, sensors were connected to the Arduinos, and then the sensibility and the performance of each Arduino slave unit was tested with respect to different pollutants. In parallel, the script running on the master unit was probed. The master unit was connected to a laptop to check and correct the issues when they appeared. Furthermore, a wireless connection was created between the mobile application and the master unit to check both outputs of the stand-alone script, and the performance of the application once it got the data.

Following these implementations and tests, all the parts were connected together to perform the final test before deployment. For example, during this phase, one unit was found to be sending incorrect data to the master unit when it was plugged in, due possibly to a production problem in the analog input connectors. The problem was solved by substituting the board.

4.2. System Tests Using a Prototype Box under High-Pollutant Concentrations using

After solving these issues, the whole system was deployed in the prototype box to test its efficiency in pollutant dilution when different stress conditions were simulated (e.g., release of TVOC, increase in RH%). The prototype box used for these tests was built in plywood (1.5 cm) and insulated with polystyrene panes (3 cm) which were positioned externally all along the box surface—see Figure 15. The ventilation system is made up of the extractor fan and an inlet mouth with the same net opening
area positioned at the bottom of the façade opposite. The net box dimensions are $57 \times 60 \times 120$ cm. Finally, a polycarbonate permanently sealed window for visual inspection is installed ($29 \times 39$ cm).

Figure 15. (a) The prototype box (note that to take this picture the inspection-side was removed); (b) box interior view (detail); (c) the prototype box in the testing location with inspection-side removed.

In Figure 16a the system was tested for relative humidity variations. For this test the prototype box was moved to an external courtyard in a central urban area (North of Italy) position—see Figure 15c. Outdoor conditions were monitored to be 406 ppm of CO$_2$, 0.03 ppm of VOC, 27.2% of RH, and 26.4 °C. The indoor RH level was stressed by boiling a kettle. When the value of relative humidity exceeds the threshold of “good level” for a given amount of time (activation risk time threshold e.g., 30 s), the assisted ventilation system starts working to get back to the “good” level according to the related IAQI index. The test demonstrates that the threshold was reached again within about 150 s, which was 30 s quicker than the expected time.

Then the system was tested under uncomfortable VOC concentration conditions. Very high VOC concentrations were produced by burning a large amount of incense in the prototype box. As illustrated in Figure 16b, once the ventilation system was activated, the ventilation time to reach the “moderate” IAQI level of VOC was approximately 125 s. Because the fan used was not powerful enough to provide the required level of airflow rate to reach the “good” level under uncomfortable VOC concentration conditions, the system could not bring the level of VOC to a good level within the considered activation time (180 s). Nevertheless, as is illustrated in the Figure, the ‘moderate’ level is reached in the desired time, thus guaranteeing a healthy level of VOC gases.

Both tests showed the correct functioning of the system under typical conditions of high concentration of VOC gases and high relative humidity. The CO$_2$ test was not performed in this phase since CO$_2$ and VOC are treated in a similar manner by the IoT system.
4.3. Prototype Box Continuous Test (Realistic Conditions)

Once the system was completely checked, realistic test cases were performed. During this demonstration phase, different domestic potential conditions were reproduced in the prototype box. To demonstrate the impact of the IoT system, its behavior was shown over a test time of 1 h and during this period several pollutants were placed inside the box to simulate real-life situations, such as a CO$_2$ concentration of about 1000 ppm (a value often found in an occupied room after a period of system deactivation—e.g., a double room with two adults in less than 1 h—adult CO$_2$ production rate of 0.0052 L/s, ASHRAE Standard 62.1 and ASTM D6245 [45]), or a RH% higher than 85% coupled with temperature increase—as may arise in a bathroom after a hot shower. In particular, three pollutants were released in sequence: CO$_2$, VOC, and RH. VOC and RH are produced in the same way as in the tests for high concentration dilution (incense and kettle), while CO$_2$ was generated by burning acetone inside the box. During these tests lower levels of pollution were produced in comparison to high-concentration tests.

Figure 17 shows the results of the monitored indoor conditions expressed in terms of IAQI levels during the entire testing period. Each line indicates the IAQI of a specific pollutant, and each color band represents a different IAQI level based on the classification reported in Table 1. During this test, external measured conditions were almost stable with a CO$_2$ concentration of 400 ppm, a VOC
Figure 17. System evolution under different pollutants.

Firstly, at approximately 4:10 PM (16.15 h), acetone was burned to simulate a potential CO$_2$ concentration of about 1000 ppm. The observed result (Purple Line—IAQI CO$_2$) was an increase in the concentration of CO$_2$ which led to lower IAQI. Once the ventilation system was automatically turned on, the concentration of CO$_2$ decreased drastically. The prototype box was prevented from reaching unhealthy levels of this specific pollutant. The temperature curve (Turquoise Line) showed the impact of the system though this test does not include IAQI temperature control, but rather focuses on on IAQ variables for fan activation.

Secondly, VOCs were produced inside the prototype box (around at 4:25 pm, 16.4 h) to simulate the situation that can be experienced when using some personal hygiene products or simply burning incense. The VOC curve (Blue Line—IAQI VOC) showed that this pollutant concentration did not reach an unhealthy level. However, once the fan was turned on, the VOC level improved quickly from moderate to good. The performance of the system was then satisfactory.

Finally, the system was tested by placing a humidifier to simulate the conditions of a bathroom during and after a shower with hot water (see approximately at 4:40 pm, 16.7 h). As is to be expected the IAQI of relative humidity decreases when humidity is produced (Orange Line—IAQI Humidity) thus activating the fan which is controlled by the system to bring this index back again to a good IAQI Level. However, the IAQI of VOC is also reduced. In this specific case, this the increase in VOC is thought to be related to the previous VOC emission the wood in the internal walls of the prototype box may have absorbed a portion of the contaminants previously presented in the air, and, with the increase in water vapor, these are probably released. Nevertheless, in spite of being subject to all different pollutants independently, the system acted in the expected way. The levels of all pollutants were controlled through effective ventilation to provide a healthy indoor environment by correctly setting the fan operation.

Figure 18 shows some pictures taken during this experiment and illustrates both the monitored values on the app and the release of pollution inside the box.
Figure 18. Test conditions and related monitored level of Indoor Air Quality Index (IAQI) on the developed app at the beginning of fan activation and immediately after it being turned off considering (a) CO$_2$; (b) VOC; and (c) RH. Picture are taken though the inspection not-openable window.

5. Discussion

This paper describes the development of a real-time IoT platform to monitor indoor air quality (CO$_2$, TVOC, Temperature, and Relative Humidity) and optimize it air exchanges. The proposed system is primary conceived to be used in residential spaces and in small offices to guarantee IAQ levels. Even if the proposed control methodology can be adapted to existing mechanical ventilation
systems, by defining the minimal amount of required air exchanges for IAQ in accordance with internal monitored values, comfort thresholds, and external monitored conditions, its main application is in those spaces where no mechanical ventilation systems are installed. The low cost of this solution and the ease with which it can be integrated into buildings, e.g., not needing distribution channels, makes the system adaptable to existing and new buildings. Unlike other systems, the proposed one is a fully IoT solution in which each unit (e.g., external monitoring, internal monitoring and fan activation) is connected to the cloud infrastructure.

The modularity of this system is, in fact, very important, since it allows us to include more units and to be open to future improvements, thus providing adaptability and failure tolerance to the system. In addition, the IoT infrastructure can easily be adapted to be used in controlling current commercial detached mechanical ventilation systems. Furthermore, the proposed solution adopts the IAQI to indicate pollutant levels and by developing a mobile application, it raises user awareness of indoor air conditions, supplying a user-friendly and graphic interface, which makes the user a protagonist and guarantees user wellness. Early results from experimental tests show that the system can handle indoor air quality and keep it at good levels, by controlling indoor pollutant levels.

Future developments of this system are planned, including the possibility to implement machine-learning approaches to make the control strategy more effective and to forecast outdoor air quality evolution to adjust the ventilation schedule and prevent critical environmental conditions. Another important aspect to upgrade this system in future is its potential integration with existing models that define the passive moisture sorption/desorption potential of materials, by assuming, for example, the approaches to moisture buffering effects on IAQ proposed in Ref. [45–47]. In addition, the system has already been conceived to define different priorities for each pollutant in order to define personalized activation plans for each connected ventilation unit (e.g., fan). Specific analyses on this topic will be conducted in future. For example, target CO₂ values may be differentiated in accordance with indoor activities, such as between an adult’s bedroom and a child’s one. Moreover, the possibility to control each pollutant threshold independently will also be tested in real operational conditions. For example, CO₂ may be controlled to reach a good IAQI level, while RH% maintained at a moderate level. This can be done by acting on the settings of the mobile user interface—see Figure 5. It should be noted that, at present, the system has not been implemented to consider the IAQI temperature index when controlling fan activation, while in the future, additional considerations about thermal comfort thresholds and ventilative cooling modes will be included in order to give users more customizable options when setting the system. As regards cooling, the system will be implemented to guarantee a proper fan-driven ventilative cooling action. In this case, the system will be activated when outdoor temperatures are lower than those indoor in free-running buildings, or below the comfort threshold in conditioned spaces, see for example [27].

Finally, separate sensors included in the indoor/outdoor units should be integrated to a single circuit board to achieve high integration and guarantee the application of the Plug and Play style. The code has already been prepared for this further step, as it is the list of connected devices read by the device connector using the service catalog. In this way, the system is already ready to work on different pollutant sources in each room, e.g., by controlling the IAQI indexes of RH% in a bathroom, or CO₂ and TVOC in a living room. The elaborated IoT infrastructure is primed to be able to take into consideration additional pollutants. At present, the solution system has reached a TRL of 3 to 4, while higher levels of TRL are expected to be reached during further developmental stages. In particular, it
is planned to test the system in real environments, with special regard to school rooms, including a comparison with a room which is not equipped with the IoT system, both in terms of heat loss due to ventilation and the ability to maintain the room in the best IAQI class. These further tests, in fact, will include validations in cold winter conditions. It must be remembered, however, that, this second developmental phase is subject to devoted funding being available to raise the system from a TRL 3–4 to a TRL 6.

6. Conclusions

The paper presents a new IoT system composed of different units (slaves) which are connected with the cloud and that communicate with a building control unit (master). The system focuses on both monitoring IAQ levels and guaranteeing IAQ comfort levels in building spaces at a low cost. The approach is fully scalable, and is able to connect, for example, different indoor microcontroller units to monitor the IAQI levels and activate independently different connected ventilation units.

The main outcomes are listed here below:

- The definition of a low-cost IoT system to monitor and guarantee optimal IAQ levels in building spaces without the need to install large mechanical ventilation systems;
- The proposed system is able to balance indoor and outdoor IAQ levels to define the proper airflow rate to reach the desired indoor IAQI index value;
- The system in the meantime, is able to process different pollutant sources by monitoring different sensors, and consequently set the minimal air exchange rate to guarantee optimal IAQI levels for all pollutants (Section 4.3). This approach is of course scaled in order to consider a different set of pollutants or to include priority lists, by modifying the desired levels of each pollutant independently as confirmed by early tests on single pollutants (Sections 4.1 and 4.2);
- The adoption of a full IoT infrastructure connecting each unit to the cloud to allow for different control levels and define a fully-scalable platform which is able to connect and control different independent units;
- The system, being based on monitored levels, is able to adapt to specific emission rates, to different environmental conditions, by adjusting the fan speed (PWM);
- The definition of simple user interface by the development of a mobile app, which is able to inform users and permit setting control. Two user interfaces were developed for non-expert users and for expert ones.

Current TRL is 3 to 4 though further developments are planned to implement the proposed solutions in order to develop it till commercialization.
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